
  
 

 

Development Meeting and Development Cycle 
 

Every 2-3 weeks, Teachers sit down with a Coach for 45 minutes to do the following: 

 

� Read through all observations notes out-loud (observations occur every day or every other day and 

are 5-10 minute snapshots of what's happening in a classroom). 

� Perform a Prior Goals Assessment based on the observation notes: was the previously-set goal met 

over the 2-3 week period?  What percentage of the time? 

� Teacher makes summary statements; coach takes notes, asks questions, and pushes thinking. 

� Coach and Teacher generate a goal together. 

� Coach and Teacher generate needs together and assign ownership of each need with initials. 

 

Over the next 2-3 weeks, the Teacher is observed every day or every other day for 5-10 minute snapshots.  

If a deeper dive into a class period is needed, the Coach will do a co-investigation (see Collegiate 

Academies Co-Investigation Template).  Two-three weeks later, the Teacher and Coach will sit down again 

for 45 minutes to repeat the meeting protocol above. 

 

Below is an example of everything that occurs in 1 cycle: 

� A development meeting 

� Observation Notes over a 2-3 week period 

� Another development meeting 

 

All documentation is shared over email.  Observation notes are sent immediately by email, with a 

consistent subject heading so that they are easy to pull up by search.  Development Meeting notes exist in 

one long email chain so that each teacher has a record of all of their Development Meetings in one email 

thread. 

 
Acronyms for this document: 

DGM: Daily Goal Mastery (daily assessment mastery or exit ticket mastery) 

INM: Introduction to new material 

GP: Guided Practice 

TPS: Think Pair Share 

K3: Key Three 

 

 

Development Meeting 1 Notes 
Sent to Teacher immediately after meeting via email 

 

Summary: 

 

� DGM: 76%, 69%, 46%, 69%, 70% (and no missed days!). 

� Ss are not consistently held accountable for cognitive work 100% of time. 



  
 

� You see the need for deliberate modeling / fish-bowling of effective classroom behaviors (sp. TPS 

and Cold Call). 

� You've shown tons of improvement in 100%. 

� You've shown tons of improvement in strong voice. 

� Your use of positive framing (sp. build momentum) consistently focuses scholars to great effect. 

� You need more consistency in format of student responses (eg. thank you, complete sentences). 

� Your perseverance is enthusiastic, as is your celebration of success. 

 

Goal: Ss are given and thinking urgently about math tasks 100% of class time. 

 

Needs: 

 

� Observe Minnie Mouse (TPS) and Donald Duck (call and response) for pacing of scholar tasks and 

accountability (TI – Teacher Initials) 

� Focus on K3 in lesson plans (student actions/thoughts section) (TI – Teacher Initials) 

 

 

Observation Email 
Sent to Teacher immediately 

 

GOAL: Ss are given and thinking urgently about math tasks 100% of class time. 

 

� Everyone tracking. Nice explanation of the why. Ss were giggling is that ok? 

� Great perseverance on female scholar. 

� Scholar 1 having a hard time hearing. 

� Voice!!!! You sound much better after I motioned to you. 

� Betweens and closest to; technical vocabulary! Nice! 

� Should scholars track scholars who answer questions or is it rapid fire questions it's not necessary? 

� INM or GP? 

� Awesome partner work to build momentum. 

� Explicit practice of which is bigger with the word “because.” You have just enough time, so much 

urgency in here now!! Awesome. 

 

 

Observation Email 
Sent to Teacher immediately 

 

Goal: Ss are given and thinking urgently about math tasks 100% of class time. 

 

� You are intro'ing rolling numbers. 

� OWN IT Verj!! If you don't, they won't! When they put their elbows on the table, they should yell 

"BOOM!" to up the J-Factor! 

� You go right into note-taking. 



  
 

� Scholar 1 not depicting "math urgency" right now- he is dismantling and reconstructing his pencils. 

� Small level zero violations during INM- seems to be too much time between the tasks you are 

asking them to do.  They can move faster through these notes and from question to question. 

� Only Scholar 2 snapping w/ her team- suggests that others are not following along w/ answers 

said aloud OR are disengaged. 

 

 

Observation Email 
Sent to Teacher immediately 

 

Goal: Ss are given and thinking urgently about math tasks 100% of class time. 

 

� Scholars working through sample questions with partner. 

� You are 1:1 conferencing w/ dante about attempting work BEFORE raising hand. You seem so 

sincere and I can see you really trying to pump him up- nice personal relationship building, Verj! 

� You pause them and go over a few. 

� You do some oral drill of spiraled content (properties, etc). 

� I see all scholars in class start immediately when you give them 6 minutes to finish the rest. one 

exception: Scholar 3- he is not working- does he need different work? modified?  

� Scholar 4 always done early- can she have an advanced list of problems to tackle? She could be 

one of your "Excellents" if you push her every day to go above and beyond. 

� Super focus and urgent math up in here- woot! 

 

 

Observation Email 
Sent to Teacher immediately 

 

Goal: Ss are given and thinking urgently about math tasks 100% of class time. 

 

� When you pause for level zero with strong voice, close your projector to get 100% distractions 

away and make a statement. 

� Scholar 1 moved away from Scholar 2? Feeding into Scholar 2's distractions. 

� You give lots of pos feedback out loud as you circulate- nice. 

� You call on Scholar 1 to get him back- he gets it right - capitalize on his participation. Between his 

answers he is turning around to talk to Scholar 2. 

� Partner share during review- good. 

� You are moving quickly thru class to next part: Notes: hard to get off. 

 

 

Observation Email 
Sent to Teacher immediately 

 

Goal: Ss are given and thinking urgently about math tasks 100% of class time. 



  
 

 

� Underline every problem. 

� Scholars with hands up, saying "Ms. _____" why are they so impatient?? 

� First place you go is your notes...are you taking questions now? 

� You make a correction to the work on the board, how are you sure the other scholars will change 

this unless you pause them? 

� What is the first thing I am looking to see on your exit ticket?  

� Why are they underlining? 19 + -12. 

� Whats in all the boxes by your desk? let me know if you want some help in cleaning that up! 

� I'm excited for this method in conquering the integer addition and subtraction issues. 

� Let's up the rigor!!!!! 

� Awesome!!! 

 

 

Development Meeting 2 Notes 
Sent to Teacher immediately after meeting via email 

 

Prior Goals Assessment: 
 

� Prior Goal: Ss are given and thinking urgently about math tasks 100% of class time. 

� When INM is distilled and clear, yes! When I am enforcing tracking of teacher, yes!- this is 

happening for about 70% of lessons 

 

Summary: 

 

� DGM: 64%, 39%, 54%, 39%, 45%, 62%, 57%, 64%, 45%, 40%, 44%, 54%, 60%, 43%- 44% 

average DGM is much lower than the beginning of the year 

� Skills are new and more challenging for scholars OR scholars think they already know how to do it 

� You need to circulate in order to ensure the TPS is happening/engaging/useful 

� You need to increase urgency during the do now 

� Your INM has increased urgency because you have kept it really short 

� You've implemented a clear way of doing GP that you feel is effective and easy for you to 

implement 

� You are not always able to predict mastery before the exit ticket 

 

Goal: Your exit ticket mastery will have a 65% average by the next development 

meeting 

 

Needs: 

 

� Observations! (Principal, Director of Curriculum and Instruction) 

� Observe other teachers! (Snoopy and Bugs Bunny, for consistency among Math 9) 


